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IN THE MATTER OF a Sanction Agreement entered into by the Complaints Inquiry Committee and 

Jonathan Gallo and Gallo & Company Professional Corporation, Chartered Professional Accountants, 

the registrants against whom a complaint was made: 

FACTS 

In November 2015, Gallo & Co. completed work in respect of GA Co.’s September 30, 2015 year-end. 

SW, on behalf of GA Co., paid Gallo & Company for the 2015 year-end work, which included “All other 

accounting and administrative duties and discussions relating to the year ended September 30, not 

detailed herein”. SW met with a Gallo & Co. representative in March 2016 for GA Co.’s year-end 

meeting. Thereafter, SW terminated the engagement with Gallo & Co. on behalf of GA Co. 

In March 2018, GA Co.’s successor accountant sent a courtesy takeover letter to Gallo & Co., asking for 

documents to allow him to provide services to GA Co. and SW. Mr. Gallo replied, billing GA Co. for the 

last 2 years’ WIP and instructing his administrator to forward GA Co.’s info to the successor accountant 

only after the WIP was paid. 

In July 2018, Gallo & Co. emailed an invoice to SW dated March 19, 2018, consisting of the “Final bill for 

bookkeeping, GST filings and meetings”, including the March 2016 year end meeting for GA Co. Gallo & 

Co. insisted that SW pay the invoice before it would provide information to the successor accountant.  

Thereafter, SW posted negative reviews of Gallo & Co. on Facebook and Google and paid the invoice. In 

August 2018, Gallo & Co.’s legal counsel demanded removal of the Google review. In September 2018, 

Gallo & Co. sued GA Co. and SW for defamation.  

FINDINGS 

Mr. Gallo, on his own behalf and on behalf of Gallo & Co., admitted to the allegations of unprofessional 

conduct, in that he: 

1. Withheld transferring requested takeover information to his former clients, SW and GA Co., and 

the successor accountant on a timely basis; and 

2. Failed to act in a manner which maintains the good reputation of the profession and serves the 

public interest in that he issued a $236.25 invoice to GA Co. after receiving the takeover letter 

from the successor accountant. 

SANCTIONS 

Mr. Gallo, on his own behalf and on behalf of Gallo & Co., and the Complaints Inquiry Committee agreed 

that the sanctions to be imposed in consequence thereof would be: 

1. Payment of a fine of $3,000 for allegation #1 within 30 days of the statement of costs being 

served; 

2. Payment of a fine of $100 for allegation #2 within 30 days of the statement of costs being 

served; 

3. Payment of costs of the investigation, hearing and compliance with the orders, to a maximum of 

$5,000, in accordance with bylaw 1601, within 30 days of the statement of costs being served; 

4. Mandatory publication pursuant to section 98 of the CPA Act and bylaws 1550-1557; and 

5. If Mr. Gallo, on his own and on behalf of Gallo & Co., fails to comply with these sanctions within 

the time specified, Mr. Gallo’s or Gallo & Co.’s registration will be cancelled. 
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IN THE MATTER OF a discipline hearing into the conduct of Grant Moberly, against whom a complaint 

was made: 

FACTS 

WB and CB owned OR Co. Mr. Moberly was engaged from January 2013 to January 2016. Mr. Moberly 

was engaged personally by WB and CB, and by OR Co. in respect of its corporate matters.  

Throughout the engagements, Mr. Moberly submitted erroneous information, including in respect of a 

Notice of Discrepancy for OR Co.’s 2013 tax year, OR Co.’s Small Business Deduction application, WB’s 

and CB’s 2014 T4s, and improper completion of T1 forms (including failing to have WB and CB review 

and authorize their tax returns before filing). Mr. Moberly also failed to take timely steps to address 

CRA’s reassessments of OR Co. This resulted in WB, CB and OR Co. suffering financial prejudice 

(including cancellation of WB’s Old Age Security and Canada Pension Plan payments) and impacts to 

WB’s health.  

After the engagements of Mr. Moberly were terminated, a successor accountant was engaged by WB, 

CB and OR Co. She made considerable attempts to get information from Mr. Moberly to fulfil her 

engagements but received few replies and little information in response to her requests. 

During the investigation into Mr. Moberly’s conduct, Mr. Moberly was aware of the investigator’s 

involvement (as they had met in January 2018). The investigator followed up their meeting with a list of 

follow-up questions. Mr. Moberly was aware of the questions, but did not respond substantively to 

them, despite repeated attempts by the investigator up to September 2018. 

(Mr. Moberly’s registration had been cancelled before the discipline tribunal hearing commenced, as a 

result of prior, unrelated conduct proceedings.) 

FINDINGS 

A discipline tribunal found that Mr. Moberly’s conduct constitutes unprofessional conduct in that he:  

1. Failed to perform the professional services that he was engaged to perform in respect of his 

clients WB, CB and their corporation, OR Co., in accordance with the generally accepted 

standards of practice of the profession; 

2. Failed to respond to the CRA on behalf of WB and CB on a timely basis in respect of OR Co.; 

3. Filed personal tax returns for WB and CB for the 2014 taxation year in May 2015 without their 

review and authorization; 

4. Failed to provide the requested information to the successor accountant on a timely basis; and 

5. Failed to cooperate with the investigator and CPA Alberta with respect to the complaint by 

failing to respond to communications which required a response, including failing to provide 

information and documents requested by them. 

SANCTIONS 

The Discipline Tribunal ordered that the sanctions to be imposed in consequence thereof would be: 

1. Fines of $2,000 in respect of each allegation, for a total of $10,000 in fines, to be paid within 30 

days of service of the statement of costs; 

2. Completion of a course, approved by the CIC Secretary, on practice management; 
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3. Payment of costs of the complaint review, investigation and hearing, in accordance with bylaw 

1601, within 30 days of the issuance of the statement of costs; 

4. Mandatory publication pursuant to section 98 of the CPA Act and bylaws 1550-1557, including 

providing a summary of the findings to all provincial accounting regulators and any other 

professional organization to which Mr. Moberly belongs; and 

5. The prior cancellation of Mr. Moberly’s registration remains cancelled until Mr. Moberly fully 

complies with / completes all other sanctions. 
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IN THE MATTER OF a discipline hearing into the conduct of Steven McLaughlin, against whom a 

complaint was made: 

FACTS 

Mr. McLaughlin operated McLaughlin Accounting and Advisory (MAA). He also maintained a website, 

“Steve The Accountant”.  

MV owned CC Co. On November 21, 2017, MV contacted Mr. McLaughlin, responding to a Kijiji ad for 

MAA. MV and Mr. McLaughlin communicated via email to determine the scope of services that MAA 

would provide and the fee for those services. Among other things, Mr. McLaughlin advised MV that CC 

Co. file GST returns. 

MV and Mr. McLaughlin met twice – once, for MV to deliver CC Co. records to Mr. McLaughlin, and next, 

to finalize CC Co.’s filings and for MV to pick up records. At the latter meeting. Mr. McLaughlin agreed to 

send all of CC Co.’s returns to the CRA. MV paid both of MMA’s invoices. 

In April 2018, MV received a notice from CRA that CC Co. owed over $4,000 in GST and that it had not 

filed GST returns. Upon calling the CRA, MV learned that neither CC Co.’s GST returns nor its corporate 

tax returns were filed. MV made numerous attempts to contact Mr. McLaughlin, including by email, 

phone and text message, and through LinkedIn.  

At no time was Mr. McLaughlin registered as a professional accounting firm with CPA Alberta, despite 

performing public accounting services through MAA and advertising on his website that he would 

perform professional services that required registration. 

During the complaint review and investigation into his conduct, Mr. McLaughlin ignored repeated mail, 

email and telephone requests to provide a response, including requests for an interview with the 

investigator and requests to provide a written response to questions concerning the complaint 

investigation.  

Lastly, the investigation disclosed that Mr. McLaughlin’s website contained a blog post with expletive 

language. 

FINDINGS 

A discipline tribunal found that Mr. McLaughlin’s conduct constitutes unprofessional conduct in that he:  

1. Failed to provide professional services to MV and CC Co. that he was engaged to perform on a 

timely basis, in that he: 

a. Did not file the T2 – Corporation Income Tax Returns for CC Co. for the fiscal years 

ended 2015 to 2017 on a timely basis; 

b. Did not file the GST 34-2 – Goods and Services Tax/Harmonized Sales Tax - Return for 

Registrants for CC Co. for the fiscal years ended 2015 to 2017, or alternatively, did not 

file them on a timely basis; and 

c. Failed to provide copies of the completed tax filings and evidence of filing the returns to 

the client; 

2. Failed to respond to MV’s inquiries regarding the professional services he was engaged to 

perform for CC Co. for the 2015 to 2017 fiscal year ends; 
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3. Conducted aspects of a public accounting practice while not properly registered as a 

professional accounting firm with CPA Alberta by completing the T2 – Corporation Tax Returns 

for Counter Concepts Inc. 2015 to 2017 fiscal year ends; 

4. Advertised on his website, “Steve The Accountant”, that he would provide professional services 

that required registration as a professional accounting firm while not properly registered as a 

professional accounting firm with CPA Alberta; 

5. Failed to cooperate with the regulatory processes of CPA Alberta in that he failed to respond on 

a timely basis, or at all, to requests of the CIC Secretary and CPA Alberta contract investigator 

that required a response; 

6. Failed to conduct himself in a way that maintained the good reputation of the profession in the 

use of the following language in the May 4, 2019 blog posted on his website, “Steve The 

Accountant”, “F#cked up Finances”. 

SANCTIONS 

The Discipline Tribunal ordered that the sanctions to be imposed in consequence thereof would be: 

1. Fines of  

a. $2,500 in respect of Allegation #1, 

b. $1,000 in respect of Allegation #2, 

c. $5,000 in respect of Allegation #3, 

d. $1,000 in respect of Allegation #4, 

e. $5,000 in respect of Allegation #5, and 

f. $500 in respect of Allegation #6, 

to be paid within 90 days of service of the statement of costs; 

2. Payment of costs of the investigation and hearing, in accordance with bylaw 1601, within 90 

days of the issuance of the statement of costs; 

3. Mandatory publication pursuant to section 98 of the CPA Act and bylaws 1550-1557; and 

4. If Mr. McLaughlin fails to comply with these sanctions within the time specified, Mr. 

McLaughlin’s registration will be cancelled. 
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IN THE MATTER OF a Sanction Agreement entered into by the Complaints Inquiry Committee and 

Brian Catibog, against whom a complaint was made: 

FACTS 

FCC provided audit services to non-profit and charitable organizations. It did so through its employees’ 

professional accounting firms (PAFs); clients would engage the individual auditor’s PAF. The employees’ 

PAF would then conduct the FCC client organization’s audit engagement. 

Mr. Catibog worked as an auditor at FCC from 2013 until he resigned in March 2017. At the time of his 

departure, some of Mr. Catibog’s audit engagements were incomplete, audit files were missing, tax 

returns and charity returns were not filed, and some files were not reviewed at all. Mr. Catibog also had 

not contacted his client organizations with respect to his departure, the status of their engagements, or 

the fact that he would not be able to complete their engagements.  

Among the deficiencies in Mr. Catibog’s audit files were the following: Mr. Catibog did not file tax 

returns and charity returns on four engagements; Mr. Catibog issued audits, but did not keep a 

complete paper and electronic file, on eight engagements; Mr. Catibog released audits, but did not 

ensure that any paper file materials or complete electronic files were kept, for nine engagements; and, 

Mr. Catibog released audits, but did not ensure that any paper file materials were kept, for three 

engagements. 

FINDINGS 

Mr. Catibog admitted to the allegation of unprofessional conduct, in that he did not perform the 

professional services for the sixteen clients that he was engaged to perform in accordance with 

generally accepted standards of practice of the profession in that he did not prepare or maintain a 

proper working paper file with documentation to support his audit opinions or did not complete the 

required statutory filings. 

SANCTIONS 

Mr. Catibog and the Complaints Inquiry Committee agreed that the sanctions to be imposed in 

consequence thereof would be: 

1. Payment of: 

a. a fine of $3,000, and 

b. 60% of the costs of the investigation, hearing and compliance with the orders, up to a 

maximum of $18,000, in accordance with bylaw 1601, 

in accordance with the following payment schedule: 

c. an initial payment due on September 30, 2020, and 

d. all amounts owing paid no later than December 31, 2022; 

2. Mandatory publication pursuant to section 98 of the CPA Act and bylaws 1550-1557; and 

3. If Mr. Catibog fails to comply with the sanction orders within the time specified, his registration 

will be cancelled. 
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IN THE MATTER OF a Sanction Agreement entered into by the Complaints Inquiry Committee and 

Christopher Burylo, against whom a complaint was made: 

FACTS 

Mr. Burylo was the Managing Partner of Pinnacle Equities Ltd. Pinnacle was not registered as a 

professional accounting firm. 

In early 2015, LS engaged Pinnacle to complete her personal income tax returns for the 2013 and 2014 

tax years. In June 2015, LS engaged Pinnacle on behalf of M Co. (which she co-owned) to, among other 

things, prepare M Co.’s corporate tax returns for the 2015 and 2016 year ends.  

At different times in 2015 and 2016, Pinnacle performed various services (and invoiced) for M Co., 

including reviewing bookkeeping and other file materials, preparing adjusting entries, preparing working 

papers, preparing and adjusting financial statements, and preparing and filing corporate tax returns, 

preparing and filing a GST return, preparing year end reconciliations. 

All the work for the M Co. engagement was overseen by S, a non-registered employee of Pinnacle. Other 

Pinnacle staff involved in the engagement were also not registered. Pinnacle staff involved Mr. Burylo in 

managing the engagement. Mr. Burylo did not, however, discuss the engagement with LS or review or 

sign off on S’s work.  

FINDINGS 

Mr. Burylo admitted to the allegation of unprofessional conduct, in that he, contrary to Rule 409 of the 

CPA Alberta Rules of Professional Conduct, associated with a corporation engaged in a professional 

accounting practice while not properly registered as a professional accounting firm with CPA Alberta 

related to the provision of professional services to MMB for the fiscal year ended April 30, 2016 through 

the entity Pinnacle Equities Ltd. 

SANCTIONS 

Mr. Burylo and the Complaints Inquiry Committee agreed that the sanctions to be imposed in 

consequence thereof would be: 

1. Payment of a fine of $2,000 within 7 days of the statement of costs being served; 

2. Payment of costs, to a maximum of $3,000, of the investigation, hearing and compliance with 

the orders, in accordance with bylaw 1601, within 7 days of the statement of costs being served; 

3. Mandatory publication pursuant to section 98 of the CPA Act and bylaws 1550-1557; and 

4. If Mr. Burylo fails to comply with the sanction orders within the time specified, his registration 

will be cancelled. 
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IN THE MATTER OF a Sanction Agreement entered into by the Complaints Inquiry Committee and 

Cameron Bawol, CPA, CA, the registrant against whom a complaint was made: 

FACTS 

Mr. Bawol was a director, a shareholder and the CFO of FSI, a factoring company. DA was the other 

director and shareholder. Mr. Bawol was primarily responsible for managing FSI’s finances and their 

accuracy. 

DS and JS provided a total of about $850,000 to FSI by way of various debenture and other loan 

agreements. Despite the terms of one of the loan agreements, Mr. Bawol and DA did not have FSI’s 

financial statements audited after the first year of the agreement, as they did not think financial 

statements were necessary, and they were costly to have prepared, due to the complex nature of 

factoring receivables. Consequently, neither DS nor JS received any documents or reporting indicating 

the financial status of FSI, other than occasional listings of the various factors that FSI had. 

Ultimately, FSI experienced financial difficulties. JS applied successfully to the Court to have a Receiver 

appointed. During the Receivership, the Receiver requested various things from Mr. Bawol, including 

details of activity and related balances and records in Mr. Bawol’s possession. Mr. Bawol initially refused 

to provide requested records, before eventually providing them. 

Outside of FSI, Mr. Bawol prepared corporate tax returns for AWM. At the time, Mr. Bawol was not 

registered to perform those services, and he did not have appropriate liability insurance. 

FINDINGS 

Mr. Bawol admitted to the allegations of unprofessional conduct, in that he: 

1. As shareholder, director and Chief Financial Officer of FSI, did not carry out his duties in 

accordance with the generally accepted standards of the profession in that he: 

a. Did not properly maintain the books and records of FSI; and 

b. Did not comply with the preparation of financial statements and reporting to investors 

as required by the covenants of FSI pursuant to the debenture agreements issued by FSI;  

2. Failed to cooperate with the court-appointed Receiver of FSI; 

3. Conducted aspects of a public accounting practice by preparing the corporate tax returns for 

AWM: 

a. while not properly registered as a professional accounting firm with CPA Alberta; and 

b. while not insured in compliance with the Bylaws of CPA Alberta. 

SANCTIONS 

Mr. Bawol and the Complaints Inquiry Committee agreed that the sanctions to be imposed in 

consequence thereof would be: 

1. Written reprimand; 

2. Payment of a fine of $10,000 for Allegation #1 within 180 days of the statement of costs being 

served; 

3. Payment of a fine of $10,000 for Allegation #2 within 180 days of the statement of costs being 

served; 
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4. Payment of a fine of $2,500 for Allegation #3 within 180 days of the statement of costs being 

served; 

5. Payment of costs of the investigation, hearing and compliance with the orders, up to a 

maximum of $16,946, in accordance with bylaw 1601, within 180 days of the statement of costs 

being served; 

6. Mandatory publication pursuant to section 98 of the CPA Act and bylaws 1550-1557; and 

7. If Mr. Bawol fails to comply with the sanction orders within the time specified, his registration 

will be cancelled. 
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IN THE MATTER OF a Sanction Agreement entered into by the Complaints Inquiry Committee and 

Gerald White, CPA, CGA, the registrant against whom a complaint was made: 

FACTS 

DH and RH were directors and shareholders of RDT. Mr. White provided professional services to RDT 

since its 2010 year end. Mr. White typically dealt with RH and RDT’s bookkeeper. Mr. White also 

provided professional services to RH and, more recently, RH’s new company.  

The relationship between DH and RH began to fracture. In about May 2017, RH sought to buy out DH’s 

shares in RDT. In July 2017, RH engaged Mr. White to prepare an assessment of the value of RDT for the 

purpose of presenting an offer to DH. However, Mr. White was not registered to perform business 

valuation services, nor did he take any substantial measures to manage the possible conflict of interest 

that arose. 

Mr. White produced the assessment report. He relied on information provided to him by RH, which was 

incomplete in that it excluded certain appraisal information that RH had obtained. Mr. White did not 

involve DH in the assessment. In the assessment report, Mr. White noted that his report relied upon 

information provided by RH in respect of the financial position of RDT, and that Mr. White did not 

review the information in depth for accuracy. 

FINDINGS 

Mr. White admitted to the allegations of unprofessional conduct, in that he: 

1. Failed to adequately address the conflict of interest that arose with respect to the professional 

services he provided for RDT after the relationship breakdown between RH and DH as 

shareholders of RDT; 

2. Conducted aspects of a professional accounting practice, in that he provided or offered to 

perform valuation services through his firm while not properly registered with CPA Alberta to 

perform those services; and 

3. Failed to sustain professional competence in all the functions or areas in which he was providing 

professional services, specifically, in the area of business valuation services. 

SANCTIONS 

Mr. White and the Complaints Inquiry Committee agreed that the sanctions to be imposed in 

consequence thereof would be: 

1. Written reprimand; 

2. Payment of a fine of $1,500 within 180 days of the statement of costs being served; 

3. Payment of costs of the investigation, hearing and compliance with the orders, to a maximum of 

$5,000, in accordance with bylaw 1601, within 365 days of the statement of costs being served; 

4. Mandatory publication pursuant to section 98 of the CPA Act and bylaws 1550-1557; and 

5. If Mr. White fails to comply with the sanction orders within the time specified, his registration 

will be cancelled. 

 

 


